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Abstract 

Characterizations of a family of distributions with location and scale 
parameters are given. These characterizations can be used as 
transformations in the procedure to construct an EDF (empirical 
distribution function) goodness-of-fit test for this family. 

1. Introduction 

Let ( ) ( ){ }Θ∈θθ=θθ kxf ...,,:; 1  be a given family of distributions, 

and let ,...,,1 nXX  ,kn >  be a given random sample. To construct an 
EDF (empirical distribution function) goodness-of-fit test for checking 
whether a density ( )θ;xf  of the above family of distributions fits well to 
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the given sample, we construct a transformation ( ),...,,1 njj XXhY =  

knj −= ...,,1  such that the joint density ( )knyyg −...,,1  of knYY −...,,1  

does not depend on the parameter θ. This transformation defines a 
characterization that nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to ( )θ;xf  if and only 

if knYY −...,,1  are jointly distributed according to ( )....,,1 knyyg −  Then by 
Rosenblatt [7], this is equivalent to ( ),11 1 YFU Y=  ( ) ...,,22 12 YFU YY |=  

( ) ...,,11 ...,, jYYYj YFU jj −|=  ( )knYYYkn YFU knkn −|− −−−
= 11 ...,,  are i.i.d. 

according to a uniform distribution over the interval ( ).1,0  To test 

whether nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to ( )θ;xf  amounts to testing the 

equivalent hypothesis that knUU −...,,1  are i.i.d. according to a uniform 

distribution over the interval ( ).1,0  In this case the null hypothesis is 
simple and an EDF goodness-of-fit test can be used (see D’Agostino and 
Stephens [1]). 

The two principal families of models which play important role in the 
theory of statistical inference are exponential family and group family. In 
group family, the most popular family is the location-scale family of 
distributions. Let 0F  be a specified distribution. The location family of 

distributions defined by 0F  is the family ( ),0 µ−xF  .∞<µ<∞−  The 

scale family of distributions defined by 0F  is the family ( ),0 σxF  ,0>σ  

and the family of distributions ( )( ),0 σµ−xF  ,∞<µ<∞−  ,0>σ  is the 

location-scale family of distributions defined by .0F  If 0F  has a density 

,0f  then ( ),0 µ−xf  ( ) ( ),1 0 σσ xf  ( ) ( )( )σµ−σ xf01  are the densities of 

these families, respectively (Lehmann and Casella [5]). The purpose of 
this paper is to find characterizations that can be used in the procedure to 
fit a family of distributions with location and scale parameters defined by 
a given distribution 0F  to a given set of data using an EDF goodness-of-fit 

test. A transformation for location families of distributions and for scale 
families of distributions over the set of positive real numbers was given 
by Kotlarski [3]. He also gave transformations for normal distributions to 
independent Student’s t distributions. 

In this paper, first the results of Kotlarski are used to determine the 
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population density of a random sample nXX ...,,1  based on the joint 

density of ....,,1 knYY −  In some cases a close form for the joint density of 

knYY −...,,1  is difficult if not impossible to be obtained such as in the case 

the density 0f  of 0F  is a function of absolute values of ,ix  ....,,1 ni =  

One example of this case is a random sample nXX ...,,1  from a Laplace 
distribution with location and scale parameters. To study these cases we 
propose modifications for the results of Kotlarski’s to the results related 
to the joint density of some type of order statistics, then apply these 
results to the case of Laplace distribution with location and scale 
parameters. Nguyen et al. [6] use this technique to study the case of 
Laplace distribution with location and scale parameters. If a random 
variable X has the density ( ),xf  then the density function of X  is 

( ) ( ) ( )xfxfxg −+=  for all .0>x  Conversely, if X  has the density 
( ),xg  ,0>x  then X has the density ( ) ( )( )xhxgxf =  for all x, where 

( ) 0≥xh  with ( ) ( ) .1=−+ xhxh  

2. Characterizations of a Location Family of Distributions 

The following result of Kotlarski [3] plays an important role in our 
study. It characterizes scale families of distributions defined by 
distributions on the set of positive real numbers. 

Lemma 2.1. Let ,2,...,,, 10 ≥nUUU n  be independent positive random 

variables. Denote ....,,
00

1
1 U

UZU
UZ n

n ==  If the joint characteristic function 

of nZZ ln...,,ln 1  does not vanish, then the joint distribution of nZZ ...,,1  

determines all the distributions of nUUU ...,,, 10  up to a change of scale. 

This result of Kotlarski can be paraphrased under an alternative 
form. Under this form it characterizes a location family of distributions 
defined by a distribution 0F  with a non-vanishing characteristic function. 

Let ,...,,, 10 nUUU  ,2≥n  be independent random variables. Denote 
...,,011 UUY −=  .0UUY nn −=  If the joint characteristic function of 

nYY ...,,1  does not vanish, then the joint distribution of nYY ...,,1  
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determines all the distributions of nUUU ...,,, 10  up to a change of 
location. 

Note that in Lemma 2.1 the condition that the joint characteristic 

function of nZZ ...,,1  is ( )∏ ∑= = 






−φφ
n
j

n
j jjj tt1 10 ,  where ( )jj tφ  is the 

characteristic function of ,ln jU  ,...,,0 nj =  does not vanish is equivalent 

to the condition that the characteristic function of each 1...,,0, −= njYj  

does not vanish (see Corollary 2.1). 

Let ,...,,1 nXX  ,3≥n  be a random sample from a location family of 
distributions with the density ( ),0 µ−xf  where ∞<µ<∞−  and 0f  is a 
specified density. By a transformation technique, the joint density of 

...,,11 nXXY −=  nnn XXY −= −− 11  is 

( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∏
∞

∞−

−

=− +=
−

1

1 0011...,, ,...,,11
n

j jnYY dxxfxyfyyf n  

....,, 11 ∞<<∞− −nyy  (2.1) 

The result of Corollary 2.1 below is directly obtained from the 
paraphrased form of Lemma 2.1. 

Corollary 2.1. Let ,...,,1 nXX  ,3≥n  be a random sample from a 

density ( )xf  with a non-vanishing characteristic function, and let 0f  be a 

given density with a non-vanishing characteristic function. Further, let 
....,, 1111 nnnn XXYXXY −=−= −−  Then nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. from the 

density ( )µ−xf0  for some ,∞<µ<∞−  if and only if the joint density of 

11 ...,, −nYY  is given by (2.1). 

Lemma 2.2. If nXX ...,,1  are continuous random variables with          

a joint density ( )nxxf ...,,1  interchangeable in nxx ...,,1  and if =1Y  

( ) ( )nn XYX =...,,1  are the corresponding order statistics of ,...,,1 nXX  

then the joint distribution of nXX ...,,1  is determined if and only if the 

joint distribution of nYY ...,,1  is given. 

Proof. From the exchangeability of the joint density of ,...,,1 nXX  
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they are identically distributed, then if the joint density of nXX ...,,1  is 

( ),...,,1 nxxf  ,...,,1 ∞<<∞− nxx  by a transformation technique, the 

joint density of nYY ...,,1  is ( ),...,,! 1 nyyfn  .1 ∞<<<<∞− nyy  

Therefore the joint density of nXX ...,,1  is completely determined if and 

only if the joint density of nYY ...,,1  is given. 

Combining the results of Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, the following 
result is obtained. 

Theorem 2.1. Let ,...,,1 nXX  3≥n  be a random sample from a 

continuous distribution with a density ( )xf  and with a non-vanishing 

characteristic function, and let 0f  be the density of a given continuous 

distribution with a non-vanishing characteristic function. Further, let 
...,,11 nXXY −=  ,11 nnn XXY −= −−  ( ) ...,,11 YW =  ( ).11 −− = nn YW  Then 

nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to the density ( )µ−xf0  for some µ<∞−  

∞<  if and only if the joint density of 11 ...,, −nWW  is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∏
∞

∞−

−

=− +−=
−

1

1 0011...,, ,!1...,,11
n

i inWW dxxfxwfnwwf n  

.11 ∞<<<<∞− −nww  (2.2) 

Proof. If nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to ( ),0 xf  then the joint density 

of 11 ...,, −nYY  is given by (2.1) and is exchangeable in ....,, 11 −nyy  The 

conclusion of this corollary then follows by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.1. 

3. A Scale Family Defined by a Symmetric Distribution 

Let ,...,,1 nXX  ,3≥n  be a random sample from the density 

( ) ( ).1 0 σσ xf  Assume that ( ) ,00 ==jXP  and jXln  has a non-

vanishing characteristic function, ....,,1 nj =  Their joint density is 

( ) ( ) ( ) .,1...,, 11 01...,,1 ∞<<<<∞−σσ= ∏ = n
n

j j
n

nXX xxxfxxf n  

 (3.1) 
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Let ....,, 1
1

1
1

n
n

n
n X

XZX
XZ −

− ==  Then the joint density of 11 ...,, −nZZ  is 

( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∏
∞

∞−

−

=
−

− =
−

1

1
1

0011...,, ,...,,11
n

j
n

jnZZ duuufuzfzzf n  

....,, 11 ∞<<∞− −nzz  (3.2) 

Hence, the distribution given by (3.2) has a non-vanishing joint 

characteristic function. From (3.2), the joint density of ...,,1
1

nX
XZ =  

n
n

n X
XZ 1

1
−

− =  is 

( ) ( )∑
− −− −−− =
11 1111 ...,, 1111...,,11...,, ,...,,...,,

n nn aa nnZZnZZ zazafzzf  

.0...,, 11 >−nzz  (3.3) 

The summation in (3.3) is taken over all values of ,1±=ja  =j  

.1...,,1 −n  Hence, the joint density function of 11 ...,, −nZZ  uniquely 
determines the joint density of ....,, 11 −nZZ  The following result 
gives a way to determine the common distribution of nXX ...,,1  if the 

joint distribution of 11 ...,, −nZZ  is given. Since ,
n

j

n

j
j X

X
X
X

Z
−
−

==  the two 

densities ( )xf0  and ( )xf −0  give the same joint distribution to ....,, 11 −nZZ  
In general it is not expected that the common distribution of nXX ...,,1  
is determined uniquely up to a change of scale. 

Theorem 3.1. Let ,...,,1 nXX  ,3≥n  be i.i.d. according to a 

distribution F with density ( )xf  and with no mass point at zero, and let 

0F  be a distribution with density 0f  symmetric about zero, with no mass 

point at zero, and if X is distributed according to ,0F  then Xln  has a 

non-vanishing characteristic function. Let ,
n
i

i X
XZ =  .1...,,1 −= ni  Then 

( ) ( ) ( )σσ= xfxf 01  if and only if the joint density of 11 ...,, −nZZ  is given 

by (3.2). 
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Proof. If nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to the density ( ) ( ),1 0 σσ xf  

then the joint density of ,njj XXZ =  1...,,1 −= nj  is given by (3.2). 

Conversely, if the joint density of 11 ...,, −nZZ  is given by (3.2), then the 

joint distribution of 11 ...,, −nZZ  is given by (3.3). Hence, the common 

density of 11 ...,, −nXX  is uniquely identified by the result of 

Kotlarski (Lemma 2.1). This common density is ( ) ( ) ( )( )σ−+σσ xfxf 001  
( ) ( )σσ= xf02  for .0>x  Hence, the common density of nXX ...,,1  must 

be of the form ( ) ( ) ( ),2 0 σσσ xhxf  where ( ) ( ) ,1=−+ xhxh  for x<∞−  

.∞<  Since the joint density of 11 ...,, −nZZ  is given by (3.2), the density 

of 1Z  is given by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−
= .4 1010010 duuuhuxhufuxfduuufuxf  (3.4) 

For ,11 −=x  since ( ) ( ) ,1=−+ uhuh  (3.4) can be written as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−
−=−+ .4 2

0
22

0 duuuhuhufduuuhuhuf  (3.5) 

Expand and simplify (3.5), 

( ) ( ) ( )( )∫
∞

∞−
=−− .022

0 duuhuhuuf  (3.6) 

Therefore ( ) ( ) ,21=−= xhxh  and nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to the 

density ( ).1 0 σσ xf  

Combining the results of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 the following 
result is obtained. 

Corollary 3.1. Let ,...,,1 nXX  ,3≥n  be i.i.d. according to a 

distribution F with density ( )xf  and with no mass point at zero, and let 

0F  be a distribution with density 0f  symmetric about zero with no mass 

point at zero, and if X is distributed according to ,0F  then Xln  has a 

non-vanishing characteristic function. Let ,
n
i

i X
XZ =  ,1...,,1 −= ni  and 
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let ( ),ii ZW =  ,1...,,1 −= ni  be the order statistics of ,iZ  .1...,,1 −= ni  

Then ( ) ( ),0 σ= xFxF  that is, with density ( )σ
σ

xf0
1  if and only if the 

joint density of 11 ...,, −nWW  is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∏
∞

∞−

−

=
−

− −=
−

1

1
1

0011...,, ,!1...,,11
n

i
n

inWW duuufuwfnwwf n  

.11 ∞<<<<∞− −nww  (3.7) 

4. A Location-scale Family Defined by a Symmetric Distribution 

Let ,...,,1 nXX  ,6≥n  be i.i.d. according to a continuous distribution 

with density ( ) ( )( ),1 0 σµ−σ xf  where ,∞<µ<∞−  ,0>σ  and =1Z  

...,,
1

1
nn

n
XX

XX
−
−

−
 .

1
2

2
nn
nn

n XX
XXZ

−
−

=
−

−
−  Then the joint density of ...,,1Z  

2−nZ  is 

( )21...,, ...,,21 −− nZZ zzf n  

 ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫ ∏
∞

∞−

∞

∞−

−

=
−++=

2

1
2

000 ,
n

j
n

j dxduuxfxufxuzf  

.11 ∞<<<<∞− −nzz  (4.1) 

Assume that (4.1) has a non-vanishing characteristic function. The 
question to be asked here is: If the joint density of 21 ...,, −nZZ  is given 

by (4.1), then does it imply that nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to a 

distribution with density ( ) ( )( )?1 0 σµ−σ xf  If ( )xf0  is not a symmetric 

density about zero, then the two densities ( )xf −0  and ( )xf0  are different, 

but they determine the same joint density of 21 ...,, −nZZ  given by (4.1). 

Hence, assume that 0f  is a symmetric density. 

Theorem 4.1. Let ,6,...,,1 ≥nXX n  be i.i.d. according to a continuous 

symmetric distribution F with density f, and let 0F  be a given distribution 

symmetric about zero with density .0f  For ,1Y  2Y  i.i.d. according to ,0F  
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assume that 21ln YY −  has a non-vanishing characteristic function. 

Then nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. with density ( ) ( )( )σµ−σ xf01  if and only if the 

joint distribution of ,
1 nn

nj
j XX

XX
Z

−
−

=
−

 2...,,1 −= nj  is given by (4.1). 

Proof. Assume that ,...,,1 nXX  ,6≥n  are i.i.d. according to the 

distribution ( )( )σµ−xF0  about the point µ with the density 

( ) ( )( ).1 0 σµ−σ xf  As noted above, the joint density of 21 ...,, −nZZ  is 

given by (2.10), and the joint distribution of 21 ...,, −nZZ  does not depend 

on the location parameter µ and the scale parameter σ of ,jX  ....,,1 nj =  

Then without loss of generality, assume that ,0=µ  and .1=σ  

Conversely, given that nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. according to the 

distribution F symmetric about zero with the density f, and if the joint 
density of 21 ...,, −nZZ  is given by (4.1), we determine the common 

distribution of ....,,1 nXX  Assume that ( )21...,, ...,,21 −−
φ nZZ ssn  is the 

joint characteristic function of ,...,, 21 −nZZ  then 

( )21...,, ...,,21 −−
φ nZZ ssn  

( )
( )

( ) ( )∫ ∫ ∏
∞

∞−

∞

∞−

−

=

−
+φ=

∑ −
=2

1 00 ,
2
1n

j

suxi
j dudxxfxufeus

n
j j  (4.2) 

where ( )sφ  is the characteristic function of F. Since the joint density of 

21 ...,, −nZZ  is known and is given by (4.1), assume that the characteristic 

function of this distribution is ( )....,, 21 −nssH  The joint characteristic 

function of ,21
1

21
1 ZZXX

XXW
nn

−=
−
−

=
−

 43
1

43
2 ZZXX

XXW
nn

−=
−
−

=
−

      

is ( )0...,,0,,,, 3311 ssssH −−  and is obtained by letting ,12 ss −=  

,34 ss −=  and the other 0=js  in the given joint characteristic      

function ( )21 ...,, −nssH  of ....,, 21 −nZZ  Hence, the joint distribution         

of 
nn XX

XX
−
−

−1
21  and 

nn XX
XX
−
−

−1
43  is known and since ,21 XX −  ,43 XX −  
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nn XX −−1  are i.i.d. with a symmetric distribution and 21ln XX −  has 

a non-vanishing characteristic function, by Theorem 3.1, the distribution 
of ,21 XX −  is uniquely determined and with a real valued characteristic 

function ( ).sM  Since the common distribution of nXX ...,,1  is symmetric 

about zero, the characteristic function of this distribution is a real valued 

quantity ( )sA  and then the characteristic function of 21 XX −  is ( )sA2  

( ).sM=  Hence, ( ) ( )sMsA =  is uniquely determined. Therefore the 

common density of nXX ...,,1  is ( ) ( )( ).1 0 σµ−σ xf  

Corollary 4.1. Let ,...,,1 nXX  ,6≥n  be i.i.d. according to a 

continuous symmetric distribution F with density f, and let 0F  be a given 

distribution symmetric about zero with density .0f  For ,1Y  2Y  i.i.d. 

according to ,0F  assume that 21ln YY −  has a non-vanishing 

characteristic function. Then nXX ...,,1  are i.i.d. with density 

( )( )σµ−
σ

xf0
1  if and only if the joint density of 21 ...,, −nWW  is 

( )21...,, ...,,21 −− nWW wwf n  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫ ∏
∞

∞−

∞

∞−

−

=
−++−=

2

1
2

000 ,!2
n

j
n

j dudxuxfxufxuwfn  

.21 ∞<<<<∞− −nww  (4.3) 
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